
 

Literacy 
 
Narrative – reading visual texts and scripts. 
Understand how and why authors use figurative 
language and expressive language. 
Using language to create atmosphere. 
Writing scripts. 
Develop characters to engage interest. 
Complex connectives. 
Poetry – exploring language and improvisation. 
Planning and writing. 
Reviewing and performing. 
Poems that create images. 
Shared composition of poems. 
Independent compositions. 
Exploring form.   
Explanation – identify layout and style.  
Recognise the importance of writing an explanation 
text. Re-order explanation texts. Write an 
explanation text.  
Information – create a news reports, recounts. 

Numeracy 
 

Fractions and decimals 
Subtraction  
Direction 
Angle 
Weight  
Coordinates  
Time  
Multiplication problems  
Rounding to 10 and 100 
Addition and subtraction using written methods 
Venn and Carroll diagrams 
Perimeter 
Reading a timetable 
Rehearse right angles and measuring angles 
Written multiplication and division 

 
 
 

Science 
 
Habitats  
What is a plant? What is an animal? 
Sorting living organisms. 
What is a habitat? 
Different types of environments.  
How animals adapt. 
Predators and prey. 
 
Circuits and conductors (continued from spring 
term) 
What is a circuit?  How is it powered? 
Which materials are conductors, which are 
insulators 
Using a switch to break a circuit 
How to change the brightness of a bulb 
 

Humanities 
 
Our Local Area – locating Finchley on a map 
Reading and drawing maps 
Local walks to investigate the physical and human 
features 
Improving a local park  
What was it like to live here in the past? 
 

ICT 
 
Create an advert using Publisher 
Moviemaker – make a presentation about our 
local area using moviemaker 
Internet research – how to use a search engine 
effectively to research our local area. 
How to edit a piece of writing using Word. 

PHSE/Citizenship 
 
Relationships 
Changes 

 French 
 
Numbers 70-100 
Fairytale stories 
Sports 
 
 
 
 
 

Creative Arts 
 
Observational drawings. 
Make our own cityscape.  
Still life drawings  
Shading  

RE 
Pentecost -  Customs and Celebrations 
Mohammed -  Faith and the founders of faith 
The Mosque -  Places of worship 
5 Pillars  of Islam -  Morality 
Mecca -  Places of worship 
The Qur’an -  Sacred Writings and their 
importance to Believers 
Islam Calligraphy -  Symbolism 

PE 
 
Swimming 
Outdoor fielding 
games 
Athletics 
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